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ABSTRACT
We have investigated the impact of photoionization and radiation pressure on a dusty
star-forming cloud using one-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic simulations, which
include absorption and re-emission of photons by dust. We find that, in a cloud of
mass 105 M and radius 17 pc, the effect of radiation pressure is negligible when
star formation efficiency is 2 %. The importance of radiation pressure increases with
increasing star formation efficiency or an increasing dust-to-gas mass ratio. The net
effect of radiation feedback, however, becomes smaller with the increasing dust-to-
gas mass ratio, since the absorption of ultra-violet photons by dust grains suppresses
photoionization and hence photoheating.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Radiative transfer is known to be very important in many as-
trophysical phenomena. Feedback from young, massive stars
plays a crucial role in determining star formation activity
and galaxy evolution. The energy and momentum input by
stellar radiation from young, massive stars is most influen-
tial in a star-forming cloud before the explosion of the first
supernova.
The radiation from young, massive stars can affect the
surrounding medium through two channels. First, ultravi-
olet (UV) photons ionize the surrounding neutral gas and
increase its temperature by photoheating. The H ii region
expands owing to the increased thermal pressure. This pro-
cess disperses star-forming clouds (Walch et al. 2012) and
changes star formation efficiency (Mac Low & Klessen 2004;
McKee & Ostriker 2007). Secondly, neutral gas and dust
absorb photons and acquire their momentum. The momen-
tum pushes the material outward. This process may drive
galaxy scale outflows (Murray et al. 2005; Oppenheimer &
Dave´ 2006). The ionization feedback (Dale et al. 2007; Pe-
ters et al. 2010; Dale et al. 2012; Hosokawa et al. 2015) and
radiation pressure feedback (Krumholz et al. 2007; Kuiper
et al. 2010b, 2011, 2012; Kuiper & Yorke 2013; Harries et al.
2014) are also important for individual star formation.
Recently, Sales et al. (2014) have studied these processes
and have concluded that radiation pressure has negligible
effect compared with photoheating. They, however, do not
include dust in their simulations. On the other hand, Wise
et al. (2012) perform radiation hydrodynamic simulations
in full cosmological context and show that momentum in-
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put partially affect star formation by increasing the turbu-
lent support in early low-mass galaxies, while they ignore
the dust since dust is unimportant in these low metallicity
systems.
The presence of dust increases the importance of radia-
tion pressure because, unlike hydrogen and helium, dust can
always absorb UV photons. Moreover, absorbed photons are
re-radiated as infrared (IR) photons and again dust absorbs
IR photons. Iterative process of the absorption and the re-
emission increases the efficiency of converting photon energy
to dust momentum. The creation of H ii regions by UV ra-
diation and momentum-driven gas outflows by absorption
of re-emitted IR photons now become important ingredi-
ents in galaxy formation simulations, which are modelled as
phenomenological subgrid physics (e.g. Hopkins et al. 2011;
Brook et al. 2012; Stinson et al. 2013; Agertz et al. 2013;
Okamoto et al. 2014).
It is therefore important to investigate the radiative
feedback by radiation hydrodynamic simulations that in-
clude re-emission from dust grains. To this end, we per-
form one-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic simulations
in the presence of dust. In this Letter, we solve radiation
transfer including angular dependence in order to deal with
re-emission from dust and gas.
2 METHODS
We place a radiation source at the centre of a spherically
symmetric gas distribution. To compare the effect of ther-
mal and radiation pressure, we perform simulations with
and without radiation pressure and investigate relative im-
portance of these processes.
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2.1 Radiation transfer
We here describe the algorithm that we use to solve the
steady radiative transfer equation for a given frequency, ν:
dIν
dτν
= −Iν + Sν , (1)
where Iν , τν , and Sν are the specific intensity, the optical
depth, and the source function, respectively. Optical depth
of a ray segment, ∆τν , is determined as
∆τν = κν∆x =
∑
i
niσi∆x, (2)
where κν , ni, and σi are the absorption coefficient, the num-
ber density, and the cross section of ith species of interest,
respectively, and ∆x is the length of the ray segment that
intersects the cell. The species we include in our simulations
are H i, H ii, He i, He ii, He iii, electrons, and dust. We em-
ploy the cross-sections of H i, He i, and He ii given in Oster-
brock D. E. (2006) and that of dust in Draine & Lee (1984)
and Laor & Draine (1993)1.
The recombination radiation from ionized hydrogen and
helium is calculated as
Sν,i
κν
=
αi(T )nenihν
4pi
√
pi∆νD,i
e−(ν−ν0)
2/(∆νD)
2
, (3)
where h is the plank constant, αi is the recombination co-
efficient for a transition from ionized state to ground state,
ν0,i is the threshold frequency of the ith species, ne is the
electron number density, T is gas temperature, and ∆νD,i is
the Doppler width defined as:
∆νD,i =
ν0
c
√
2kT
mi
, (4)
where k is the Boltzmann constant and c is the speed of light.
For spherically symmetric systems, intensities are functions
of radius and angle if the problem involves re-emission of
photons as in our case. We therefore employ a scheme called
the impact parameter method (Hummer & Rybicki 1971).
2.2 Chemical reactions and radiative heating and
cooling
In our simulations, we solve a network of chemistry consists
of H i, H ii, He i, He ii, He iii, and electrons, which can be
described by a following set of equations:
dni
dt
= Ci −Dini, (5)
where ni is number density of the ith species, Ci is the col-
lective source term responsible for the creation of the ith
species, and the second term involving Di represents the de-
struction mechanisms for the ith species. Since equation (5)
is a stiff set of differential equations, we need an implicit
scheme for solving them. We thus employ a backward dif-
ference formula (Anninos et al. 1997; Okamoto et al. 2012):
nt+∆ti =
Ct+∆ti + n
t
i
1 +Dt+∆ti ∆t
, (6)
1 http://www.astro.princeton.edu/ draine/dust/dust.diel.html
where Ct+∆ti and D
t+∆t
i are evaluated at the advanced
timestep. Unfortunately, not all source terms can be eval-
uated at the advanced timestep due to the intrinsic non-
linearity of equation (5). We thus sequentially update the
number densities of all species in the order of increasing
ionization states.
The chemical reactions included in our simulations are
the recombination (Hummer 1994; Hummer & Storey 1998),
the collisional ionization (Janev et al. 1987; Abel et al.
1997), the dielectronic recombination (Aldrovandi & Pequig-
not 1973), and the photoionization (Cen 1992).
In order to determine the temperature of gas, we con-
sider following radiative cooling and heating processes: the
photoionization heating, the collisional ionization cooling,
the dielectronic recombination cooling, the collisional excita-
tion cooling (Cen 1992); the bremsstrahlung cooling (Hum-
mer 1994); and the inverse Compton cooling (Ikeuchi & Os-
triker 1986) by assuming the cosmic microwave background
radiation at z = 0. Collisions between gas and dust grains
and heating due to photoejection from grains (Yorke & Welz
1996) are not included in our simulations. We integrate the
energy equation of gas implicitly as described in Okamoto
et al. (2012).
2.3 Dust
We include absorption and thermal emission of photons by
dust grains in our simulations. To convert mass density to
number density, we assume a graphite grain whose size and
density are 0.1µm and 1.0 g cm3, respectively, as a typical
dust particle (Draine 2011). Dust temperature is determined
by the radiative equilibrium, and thus the dust temperature
is independent from gas temperature. We assume that the
dust sublimation temperature is 1500 K; however, dust never
be heated to this temperature in our simulations. We do not
include photon scattering by dust grains for simplicity. Ne-
glecting this process may overestimate the radiation pressure
on dust grains as we will discuss later.
2.4 Time stepping
Since we have to solve the static radiative transfer equa-
tion, the chemical reaction, and energy equations for gas and
dust simultaneously. We thus iteratively solve these equa-
tions (Okamoto et al. 2012; Tanaka et al. 2015) until the
relative difference in the electron number density, ne, and
in the dust temperature, Td in all cells become smaller than
0.5 %.
For this implicit time integration, we employ a timestep
that is defined by the time-scale of the chemical reactions:
∆tchem,k = 0.1
∣∣∣∣nen˙e
∣∣∣∣
k
+ 1× 10−3
∣∣∣∣nHn˙H
∣∣∣∣
k
(7)
where the subscript, k, denotes the cell number. The second
term in the right-hand side prevents the timestep from be-
coming too short when the medium is almost neutral. We
follow the evolution of the system with the minimum of
the individual chemical timestep, ∆tchem = min(∆tchem,k),
if this timestep is shorter than a timestep defined by the
Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition.
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2.5 Hydrodynamics
Hydrodynamics is solved by using a scheme called AUSM+
(Liou 1996) in the second order accuracy in space and time.
In order to prevent cell density from becoming zero or a
negative value, we set the minimum number density, nH '
10−10 cm−3. We have confirmed that our results are not
sensitive to the choice of the threshold density as long as
the threshold density is sufficiently low. Throughout this
paper, we assume that dust and gas are dynamically tightly
coupled. We have performed test simulations described in
Bisbas et al. (2015) and confirmed that our code reproduces
their results.
2.6 Relative importance of radiation pressure and
thermal pressure
Krumholz & Matzner (2009) introduce a parameter, ζ, for
quantifying the relative importance of radiation pressure and
thermal pressure. The parameter is defined as
ζ =
rch
rSt
, (8)
where rch is the radius at which the thermal pressure and
the radiation pressure forces on an expanding shell are equal
and rSt is the Stro¨mgren radius calculated for the initial den-
sity distribution. For ζ > 1, the expansion becomes radiation
pressure dominated. In general, the value of ζ increases with
luminosity of a radiation source and a dust-to-gas mass ratio.
We estimate ζ for each simulation to compare our numer-
ical results with the analytic predictions. To calculate rch,
we need to know how many times on average a photon is
absorbed or scattered in a shell, ftrap (Krumholz & Matzner
2009). We estimate this value by an iterative procedure and
obtain ftrap = 1 for all our simulations.
3 SIMULATION SETUP
To study radiation feedback in star-forming clouds, we
model each cloud as a Bonnor–Ebert sphere of mass 105 M.
The radius of a cloud is set to obey the Larson’s law (Lar-
son 1981). This gives the radius of a cloud to be 17 pc. As a
radiation source, we place a simple stellar population (SSP)
at the centre of the sphere. The SSP has the solar metallic-
ity. We vary the mass of a radiation source for testing the
role of source luminosity. We compute its luminosity and
spectral-energy distribution as functions of time by using
a population synthesis model, PE´GASE.2 (Fioc & Rocca-
Volmerange 1997, 1999), assuming the Salpeter initial mass
function (Salpeter 1955). We use linearly spaced 128 meshes
in radial direction, 128 meshes in angular direction, and 256
meshes in frequency direction to solve radiation hydrody-
namics. We use reflective boundary conditions at the inner
boundary and semi-permeable boundary condition at the
outer boundary.
Materials at radius, r, feel the radial gravitational ac-
celeration,
ag = −G
M(< r)
r2
−G Mstar
max (r3, r3soft)
r (9)
where M(< r) represents the total mass of gas inside r and
Mstar is the mass of the central radiation source. The grav-
itational force due to the radiation source is softened for
numerical stability by introducing the softening length rsoft,
which is set to 0.5 pc.
To study the importance of dust in radiation feedback,
we use five initial conditions, Clouds 1, 2, 3, X2, and X3
in which we vary the dust mass fraction and mass of the
radiation source as follows. Cloud 1 is a dustless cloud, while
Clouds 2 and X2 have the solar metallicity2 and we assume
that half of the metals are in dust. Although Clouds 2 and
X2 have a typical metallicity of star-forming clouds, its IR
optical depth from the cloud centre to the edge, τIR = 0.15
(σIR = 2.3 × 10−12 cm−2), is much lower than the value
of typical star-forming clouds (τIR ∼ 1; Agertz et al. 2013)
because of the low central concentration of a Bonnor-Ebert
sphere. We therefore apply a higher metallicity for Clouds 3
and X3 so that the IR optical depths of the clouds become
unity. The initial mass of the radiation source is 2 % for
Clouds 1, 2, and 3, while 20 % for Clouds X2, and X3. The
details of initial conditions are listed in Table 1.
4 RESULTS
We present density, ionization fraction, dust temperature,
and velocity profiles of each cloud in Fig. 1. In order to in-
vestigate the relative importance of each process, we perform
simulations in which several physical processes are switched
off. Simulations that include effect of increased thermal pres-
sure due to photoheating are indicated by a label ‘PH’.
When simulations do not have this label, hydrogen and he-
lium are transparent for photons (photoionization and pho-
toheating are switched off). Simulations in which we con-
sider radiation pressure are labelled ‘RP’; in the simulations
labelled ‘RP’, radiation pressure on hydrogen, helium, and
dust is all included. Clouds 2, 3, X2, and X3 have dust,
and thus simulations for these clouds have a label, ‘Dust’.
In some simulations that include dust, we ignore absorption
of re-emitted photons from dust. The label ‘DustR’ indi-
cates that dust can absorb re-emitted photons and hence
multiple events of absorption and re-emission are enabled.
Simulations that include dust and all radiative processes are
named ‘PH+RP+Dust+DustR’.
By comparing simulations of Cloud 1, ‘PH’ and
‘PH+RP’, we confirm earlier results by Sales et al. (2014),
that is, the effect of radiation pressure is negligible in dust-
less clouds. Radiation pressure is also negligible in Cloud 2
as expected from the value of ζ = 0.54. The shell expan-
sion in this cloud is almost identical to that in Cloud 1. In
Cloud 3 where the dust-to-gas mass ratio is increased, the
effect of radiation pressure becomes visible.
To isolate the effect of radiation pressure on dust,
we run simulations in which we ignore the photo-
heating (and photoionization) of hydrogen and helium
(‘RP+Dust+DustR’). By comparing ‘PH+Dust+DustR’
and ‘RP+Dust+DustR’ in Cloud 3, we find that thermal
pressure plays a more important role than radiation pres-
sure in Cloud 3 in spite of the large value of ζ.
Adopting a higher star formation efficiency, i.e. higher
2 We employ the solar metallicity by Asplund et al. (2009).
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Table 1. Initial conditions and numerical setup for simulations. The radius and the total mass of each cloud are indicated by rcloud
and Mtotal. The number densities, nH, nHe, and nd indicate the initial number densities of hydrogen, helium, and dust in the innermost
cell, respectively. The initial temperature of gas and dust are represented by Tg and Td, respectively. The mass of a central radiation
source, which determines the luminosity, is indicated by Mstar. The dust optical depths from the centre to rcloud at 3.29 × 1015 and
1.76× 1013 Hz are, respectively, shown as τd,UV and τd,IR.
Cloud rcloud Mtotal nH nHe nd Tg Td Mstar τd,UV τd,IR ζ
(pc) (M) (cm−3) (cm−3) (10−9 cm−3) (K) (K) (103 M)
Cloud 1 17 105 796 67 0 1074 10 2 0 0 0.13
Cloud 2 17 105 791 67 2.9 1082 10 2 22 0.15 0.54
Cloud 3 17 105 761 64 19 1134 10 2 146 1.0 4.5
Cloud X2 17 105 791 67 2.9 1082 10 20 22 0.15 5.0
Cloud X3 17 105 761 64 19 1134 10 20 146 1.0 43
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Figure 1. Density (top), ionization fraction (second from the top), dust temperature (second from the bottom), and velocity (bottom)
profiles at t = 0.2 Myr. From left to right, we show the results for Clouds 1, 2, 3, X2, and X3. The black dotted lines in the top panels
indicate the initial density profiles. The red solid lines represent the results of simulations that include all radiative transfer effects
(‘PH+RP’ for Cloud 1 and ‘PH+RP+Dust+DustR’ for Clouds 2 ,3, X2 and X3). The blue dashed lines show the results of simulations in
which we ignore radiation pressure (‘PH’ for Cloud 1 and ‘PH+Dust+DustR’ for Clouds 2, 3, X2, and X3). For Clouds 2, 3, X2, and X3,
we perform simulations in which we include radiation pressure but we do not include absorption of re-emitted photons (‘PH+RP+Dust’;
green dot–dashed lines). Hydrogen and helium do not interact with photons in simulations labelled as ‘RP+Dust+DustR’, and hence
photoheating is disabled in these simulations (cyan double dot–dashed lines).
source luminosity, also increases the relative importance of
radiation pressure. In Clouds X2 and X3, radiation pressure
is more important than in Clouds 2 and 3, respectively. In
particular, thermal pressure is negligible in Cloud X3 com-
pared with radiation pressure. Since we increase the mass
of the radiation source, thermal pressure force alone cannot
compete the gravitational force (see ‘PH+Dust+DustR’);
shell expansion is driven almost solely by radiation pressure
in this case (see ‘RP+Dust+DustR’).
We then investigate the impact of absorption of re-
emitted photons by dust by comparing ‘PH+RP+Dust’ and
‘PH+RP+Dust+DustR’. We find that this effect is negligi-
ble in almost all clouds. Only in Cloud X3, radiation pressure
is slightly enhanced by this process. Since Clouds 3 and X3
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2015)
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have the same IR optical depth, the importance of absorp-
tion of re-emitted IR photons should depend not only on the
IR optical depth but also on the source luminosity.
For a given luminosity of a radiation source, a higher
dust-to-gas mass ratio increases importance of radiation
pressure. We, however, find that the net effect of radiation
feedback (i.e. radiation pressure plus photo-heating) is de-
creased by the increased dust-to-gas mass ratio; the shell
radii in Clouds 1, 2, and 3 become smaller in the increas-
ing order of the dust-to-gas mass ratio. The shell radius
in Cloud X3 is also smaller than that in Cloud X2. Since
the shell expansion in Cloud X3 is dominated by radiation
pressure, radiation feedback might become stronger than in
Cloud X2 by increasing the dust-to-gas mass ratio further.
Doing that would enhance the radiation pressure via multi-
ple events of absorption of re-emitted photons. The adopted
dust-to-gas mass ration for Cloud X3 is, however, already
unrealistically high and, therefore, such a high dust-to-gas
mass ratio would not be realised.
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated radiation feedback in dusty clouds of
radius 17 pc by one-dimensional radiation hydrodynamic
simulations. In order to treat recombination radiation and
re-emission from dust, we utilize the impact parameter
method for radiation transfer.
We find that radiation pressure is negligible in a dust-
less cloud as pointed out by Sales et al. (2014). Radiation
pressure is almost negligible when we adopt the solar metal-
licity and a low star formation efficiency (2 %: Cloud 2). This
result seems to support the idea proposed by Krumholz &
Matzner (2009), that is, shell expansion is mainly driven
by thermal pressure when the parameter, ζ, is smaller than
unity. By increasing a dust-to-gas mass ratio, the impor-
tance of radiation pressure is increased. Although values of
ζ in Cloud 3, and X2 are significantly larger than unity,
thermal pressure is still more dominant than radiation pres-
sure in driving shell expansion. In all cases, radiation feed-
back creates a high density, neutral, expanding shell, which
may trigger succeeding star formation (Hosokawa & Inut-
suka 2006).
We also find that effect of absorption of re-emitted pho-
tons is negligible in almost all clouds. Only in Cloud X3, ra-
diation pressure is slightly enhanced by this process. We con-
clude that radiation pressure cannot be significantly boosted
by this process on cloud scale unless either the star formation
efficiency or the dust-to-gas mass ratio is extremely high.
In our simulations, radiation feedback becomes weaker
for a given source luminosity as the dust-to-gas mass ra-
tio increases by suppression of photoheating. This result is
inconsistent with the assumption commonly made in cos-
mological simulations, that is, radiation feedback becomes
stronger with the IR optical depth due to multiple events
of absorption and re-emission of IR photons. (e.g. Hopkins
et al. 2011; Aumer et al. 2013; Agertz et al. 2013; Okamoto
et al. 2014). Our simulations are, however, on cloud scale
and the IR optical depth is unity at maximum. Krumholz &
Matzner (2009) estimate ζ in star burst galaxies and they
find, in some cases, ζ exceeds 1000. For such a large value of
ζ, radiation energy would be efficiently converted into radia-
tion pressure, and radiation feedback might become stronger
for a larger IR optical depth. To test this we have to perform
radiation hydrodynamic simulations for star burst galaxies.
Our simulations likely overestimate the impact of ra-
diation feedback by three reasons. First, we model a star-
forming cloud as a Bonnor–Ebert sphere. In reality, how-
ever, star-forming clouds are highly turbulent and char-
acterized by self-similar fractal structure (Falgarone et al.
1991; Elmegreen & Falgarone 1996; Stutzki et al. 1998).
Photons preferentially escape through low density medium
due to the anisotropy of the thermal radiation field when
a cloud has such complex density structure, and thus dust
obtains less momentum compared with that in a spherically
symmetric cloud (Kuiper et al. 2010b, 2011, 2012; Kuiper
& Yorke 2013). In order to properly deal with this situa-
tion, we should perform three-dimensional radiative hydro-
dynamics simulations that include re-emission from dust,
which are currently computationally too expensive (but see
Kuiper et al. 2010a). Secondly, we assume that gas and dust
are tightly coupled. Although this assumption is commonly
made (e.g. Netzer & Elitzur 1993), dust would leave gas
behind at the shock front because dust grains obtain large
momentum from photons and create sharp shocks in our
simulations. If this had happened, the net impact of ra-
diation pressure on gas would become weaker than in our
simulations. Finally, we do not include photon scattering by
dust grains. In reality, grains are moderately reflective and
strongly forward scattering in UV (see Draine 2003). The
forward scattering of UV photons could strongly decrease
the radiative pressure feedback. We defer these issues to fu-
ture studies.
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